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QUESTION 1

A customization requires a developer to dependently require a field based on another field\\'s value. 

According to the Sugar Developer Guide, which two approaches would be usedby the developer? (Choose two.) 

A. Edit the field in Studio and specify a dependent formula for the "Required" attribute. 

B. Add a JavaScript file to the JSGroupings to append the logic to ~./include/javascript/ sugar_grp7.min.js~ for
availability on the RecordView. 

C. Extend the RecordView controller and add a validation task. 

D. Create a dependency using the extension framework and the SetRequired action. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

You are working on the RecordView for a given module. You examine the data values contained in this.model and
notice a discrepancy between those values and the list of fields contained in record.php. 

Which statement pertaining to this.model is correct? 

A. Only values from stock fields listed in record.php are available. 

B. Only values from any of the fields listed in record.php are available. 

C. Only values from custom fields listed in record.php are available. 

D. Only values from link fields listed in record.php are available. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You attempted to install a module loadable package Into a Sugar instance withpackage scanner enabled and received
an error indicating your package "does not conform to the policies...\\'\\' of the package scanner. 

Which three validation points does the package scanner verify? (Choose three.) 

A. The package contains a file that is too big. 

B. The code contains an illegal function. 

C. The code contains a blacklisted class. 

D. The code contains a PHP syntax error. 

E. The package contains a forbidden file extension. 
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Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 4

While troubleshooting an error, you set the logger level to Debug and find that no entries are being logged in the Sugar
log. 

Which step would you take to ensure this functionality is working properly? 

A. Reset the appropriate file permissions. 

B. Restart the Web server. 

C. Execute a Quick Repair and Rebuild. 

D. Clear the ~./cache/~ directory so it can be rebuilt. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

While troubleshooting a Sugar dashlet error in your web browser, you notice you are consistently receiving a 500 error
in response to a particular REST API call. 

Which three actions would you perform to gain more insightinto the source of the problem?(Choose three.) 

A. View the full list of browser cache contents. 

B. View the Sugar log. 

C. Visit status.sugarcrm.com to confirm there are no service outages. 

D. Consult the Web server PHP error log. 

E. Consult the JavaScript console in the Web browser. 

Correct Answer: BDE 
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